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Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are spectacularly energetic events, with the poten-
tial to inform on the early universe and its evolution, once their redshifts are
known. Unfortunately, determining redshifts is a painstaking procedure re-
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quiring detailed follow-up multi-wavelength observations often involving vari-
ous astronomical facilities, which have to be rapidly pointed at these serendip-
itous events. Here we use Machine Learning algorithms to infer redshifts from
a collection of observed temporal and spectral features of GRBs. We obtained
a very high correlation coefficient (0.96) between the inferred and the observed
redshifts, and a small dispersion (with a mean square error of 0.003) in the test
set. The addition of plateau afterglow parameters improves the predictions by
61.4% compared to previous results. The GRB luminosity function and cumu-
lative density rate evolutions, obtained from predicted and observed redshift
are in excellent agreement indicating that GRBs are effective distance indica-
tors and a reliable step for the cosmic distance ladder.
Introduction
The localization of some GRBs in host galaxies established directly their extragalactic origin,
and by now redshifts, z, have been measured for several hundred GRBs, with a several having z
between 6 and 9.4. As a result, there have been numerous efforts to use GRBs as cosmological
probes for shedding light on astrophysical processes at these early stages of the evolution of the
universe, to use them to determine the evolution of their luminosity function, to assess if the
GRB rate follows the star formation rate (SFR) at low redshifts, and in some cases using them as
“standard candles”, through correlations between distance dependent and distance independent
variables, for cosmological studies. A persistent caveat on the use of GRB correlations for
cosmological studies is the incompleteness of the samples of GRBs with known redshifts. In
addition, most observed and derived characteristics of GRBs such as peak prompt luminosity,
Lp, duration, e.g. T90, gamma-ray spectral parameters (power-law indices and peak photon
energy), and several afterglow features have broad intrinsic distributions. This has made it
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extremely difficult to find an effective strategy to reliably derive redshifts from the more readily
available observational features. In addition, it is essential to determine the variations with
redshift of these distributions, namely their cosmological evolution, before attacking any of the
above problems. This task, however, requires large samples of GRBs with known redshifts, well
defined observational selection criteria, and robust data analysis that will allow a more precise
determination of the cosmological evolutions at play.
Various approaches have been used to determine the evolution of the luminosity function
and the density rate evolution. These fall into two broad categories: parametric forward fitting
and non-parametric. In the former, a set of assumed parametric functional forms are fit to the
data to determine the “best fit values” of the relevant parameters. This involves assumed forms
for several functions, such as the luminosity function, luminosity and formation rate evolutions,
photon spectrum, light curve, etc., each with three or more parameters. Because of the large
number of parameters, there is no certainty on the uniqueness of the results. Moreover, these
methods often require binning of the data and hence large samples. There have been many such
studies of both long GRBs (see e.g., Porciani & Madau 2001; Jakobson et al. 2006; Salvaterra
et al. 2009, Madau, P. & Dickinson, M. 2014, and references therein) and short GRBs (Guetta &
Piran 2005, 2006; Nakar & Piran 2005; Metzger & Berger 2012; Petrillo et al. 2013; Ghirlanda
et al. 2016, Wang et al. 2017).
There are various non-parametric, non-binning methods that are more powerful, especially
for small samples. For example, Schmidt (1968) using the so-called V/Vmax method on a sam-
ple of 33 quasi-stellar radio sources, with one-sided truncation (due to a lower limit on the flux)
was able to determine their luminosity function and density evolution. A review by Petrosian
(1992) describes further development of this and other similar methods with the conclusion that
all these methods are equivalent to the more general Lynden-Bell (1971) C− method. How-
ever, as also pointed out in this review, all these methods require the critical assumption that
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the variables are uncorrelated, or independent. This shortcoming led to the development of the
more powerful (also non-parametric, non-binning) methods by Efron & Petrosian (1992; EP),
which first tests for the correlation between the variables. If correlations are found, it intro-
duces a variable transformation that yields an uncorrelated set of variables. It then proceeds
with the determination of the distribution of the uncorrelated variables using the C− or other
non-parametric method 1. This combined Efron-Petrosian and Lynden-Bell method (EPL) has
been proven to be very useful for studies of many aspects of Active Galactic Nuclei (see, e.g.
Maloney & Petrosian 1999; Singal et al. 2011) and long GRBs (Lloyd & Petrosian, 1999; Lloyd
et al. 2000 and 2002; EP04; Kocevski & Liang 2006; Yonetoku, et al. 2004; 2014; Dainotti et
al. 2013a, 2015b, 2017a; Petrosian et al. 2015; Yu et al. 2015; Pescalli et al. 2016; Tsvetkova
et al. 2017). A very interesting aspect of the last four papers has been the finding of a distinct
difference between the density rate evolution of the long GRB and global star formation rates
at low redshifts (0 < z < 1). The differences in these results could well be due to the fact
that the samples used in these papers are complete to different percentages and to different flux
limits. For example, Petrosian et al. (2015) used a more conservative gamma-ray threshold to
assure a better completeness of the sample. Pescalli et al. (2016) use an even higher flux limit
flim = 5 × 10−8erg cm−2s−1 than the ones used in the other 3 papers, and obtain a smaller
difference between the GRB and SFRs, but their sample is only 85% complete.
Our goal in this paper is to increase the number of GRBs with inferred redshift considerably.
This method will allow to more than double or even triple the sample of Swift (Gehrels et al.
2004) GRBs with z, so that we can finally solve the above and other ongoing debates on the
nature of GRBs. The situation is the same also for short GRBs where there has only been some
preliminary investigation of their luminosity function and cosmological evolution. An accurate
determination of these for short GRBs is becoming more crucial with the dawn of gravitational
1This approach was later generalized to two-sided truncated data (e.g. data with upper and lower flux limits) in
Efron & Petrosian (1999)
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wave (GW) astronomy. Therefore, having a method that can reliably estimate redshifts for more
GRBs is of paramount important. The direct determination of the redshift of a GRB requires
rapid localization and spectral observations. Swift, like its predecessor Beppo-SAX, uses X-ray
instruments for localization, but unlike Beppo-SAX, which relied on ground based observations
of host galaxies, Swift can obtain spectra and sometimes redshifts with the on-board UVOT
instrument. As a result Swift has been able to secure redshifts for a larger fraction of the GRBs
it detects. Still, this fraction remains small (∼ 30%).
As mentioned above, using correlations (Amati et al. 2002, Ghirlanda et al. 2004, Yo-
netoku et al. 2004, Dainotti et al. 2008) between a distance independent characteristic (e.g.
time at the end of the plateau of the afterglow emission, the peak photon energy in the νFν
spectrum, etc.) and a distance dependent one (the luminosity at the end of the plateau emis-
sion, isotropic prompt peak luminosity and energy) has resulted in attempts to obtain pseudo-
redshifts for larger and possibly more complete samples for cosmological studies (Lloyd-
Ronning & Ramirez-Ruiz 2002; Atteia et al. 2003; Yonetoku et al. 2004; Kocevski & Liang
2006; Dainotti et al. 2011a, Zhang & Wang 2018). However, using linear relations between rel-
evant GRB parameters to infer redshifts has not yet led to accurate estimates because all these
relations depend on the luminosity distance (DL) which itself depends on z and cosmological
parameters in a complex way. In addition, a small error in the determination of DL(z) implies a
large uncertainty in the determination of z at high redshifts. So, the reliability of such redshifts
is questionable. Instead, here we propose a method that bypasses completely the determination
of the luminosity distance. More specifically, we explore the use of machine learning (ML) pro-
cedures for the determination of redshifts, with training and validation performed for a sample
of 171 GRBs with known redshift.
In the next section (§The sample) we describe the GRB sample which we use to develop
a redshift inference procedure using ML methods described in §Methods, where we describe
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the SuperLearner method that we have applied to the chosen sample, comprising several ML
algorithms. In §results we describe how well the chosen procedures reproduce the observed
spectroscopic redshifts of the sample, where we find an excellent correlation between the pre-
dicted and measured redshifts, with a very small dispersion. In §luminosity function and cumu-
lative rate evolution we compare the results from application of the EPL methods to both sets of
redshifts (predicted and observed) to obtain the luminosity evolution, luminosity function and
cumulative density rate evolution. An excellent agreement between both of the above samples
further validates the method. A brief summary and discussion of the impact on future work are
given in §summary and conclusion.
The sample
Our analysis adopts sets of several observed characteristics of GRBs, which we treat as explana-
tory variables or predictors, from both the prompt and the afterglow (in particular the plateau)
emission, to be used in the prediction of their redshifts. Both data sets are from the Swift GRB
catalog, more precisely the BAT+XRT observations, covering the period from January 2005 to
January 2019. Our general aim is to develop a methodology to reliably infer redshifts from such
observations. In this paper we use a sample of GRBs with reliable known redshifts (redshifts
which are not precisely determined are not included) and demonstrate how well the predicted
redshifts agree with the observed ones. Fig. 1 shows a scatter diagram of all the used variables
(including the redshift) against each other. We have removed 5% outliers (see below) since they
may not be representative of the population and could affect the prediction of the redshift. This
matrix includes the logarithms of the observed redshift, the prompt Fluence, T90, the prompt
peak flux, the plateau X-ray flux, FX,a, its duration, Ta, and the hydrogen column density, NH ,
and the following variables in linear scale: the prompt photon index, the photon and spectral
indicies (assuming a simple power-law spectrum), Γ, and β, of the X-ray afterglow and plateau
6
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Figure 1: Scatter matrix plot of the all variables at play, some showing strong correlations,
while others show weak or no correlation. The scatter matrix is divided in two parts, the bottom
part shows the logarithms of the prompt Fluence, T90, the prompt peak flux, the plateau X-ray
flux, FX,a, its duration, Ta, the hydrogen column density, NH , and the linear distributions of
the prompt photon index, the photon and spectral indices, Γ, and β, of the X-ray afterglow and
plateau emissions, respectively, and the temporal decay index after the plateau, α. Each variable
is plotted against every other. On the diagonal, the differential distribution is shown for each
variable, and numbers in the upper part of the panel provides the Pearson correlation coefficient,
r, between variables.
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emissions, respectively, and the temporal decay power law index after the plateau, α.
As it is clear from the Fig. 1, some of these scatter diagrams show clear correlations with
each other, which are related to phenomenological relations, such as the tri-dimensional Dainotti
et al. (2016, 2017c) relation between the plateau luminosity, the rest frame duration, La and
T ∗a , and the prompt peak luminosity, Lpeak and the various prompt spectral hardness- luminosity
relations (Collazzi & Schaefer 2008); for recent reviews see Dainotti & Del Vecchio (2017b);
Dainotti et al (2018); and Dainotti & Amati (2018). In addition to these relations, we also note
a strong correlation between prompt fluence and peak flux, and between afterglow indecies Γ
and β. The selection of the variables and the selection cuts is based on our knowledge of the
parameters at play. For example, since we are using data from Swift BAT (15 − 150 keV)
energy range we do not use the peak energy, Epeak, values since for the majority of cases the
determination of Epeak may not be reliable due to the small energy range sampled. We also
performed the following selections cuts: Ta ≥ 10 seconds, since values smaller than this limit
are fitting error dominated so that no plateau feature can be reliably identified. Non-physical
values of β < 0 and Γ < 0, and logNH < 20 were also removed. Since long and short GRBs
have different progenitors, as confirmed by the discovery of the gravitational wave associated
with GRB 170817 (Abbott et al. 2017, Troja et al. 2017), we choose to perform the analysis
using only long GRBs (with T90 ≥ 2 s, see Mazets & Golenetskii 1988, Kouveliotou et al.
1993). To additionally remove outliers that might not be representative of the full sample, we
applied the procedure of principal component analysis (PCA) and fitted a multivariate normal
distribution to the set of principal components. We eliminated GRBs which fall in the 5% tail
of this distribution, so that we are confident that our sample is statistically representative of the
full distributions of all parameters.
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Results
We started with a sample of 229 GRBs, detected from January 2005 to January 2019, after the
first selection cuts described above we retain 185 GRBs, and after the application of the PCA
cuts we are left with a sample of 171 GRBs shown in Fig. 1.
We show the results derived with the ensamble that uses the ML methods discussed above.
Results show that a model produced by the generalized additive model (GAM) has the highest
predictive power (coefficient of A1 = 0.61) followed by Extreme Gradient Boosting (A2 =
0.29) and LASSO for linear models with interaction (A3 = 0.10) where A1, A2 and A3 are
the relative merits of the models. The condition of the normalization of the coefficients is that∑
Ai = 1. The metric we use to define the goodness of our results is based on the minimization
of the root mean square error in the SuperLearner algorithm. We additionally use: the Pearson
correlation coefficient, r, among zobs and zpred, the mean squared error, MSE, defined as the
< (log(zi,predicted + 1) − log(zi,observed + 1)2 > where with the symbol <> we indicate the
average, and the bias as < (log(zi,predicted + 1)− log zi,observed + 1) >.
The left panel of Fig. 2 shows the redshift predicted when a training set consisting of
90% of the total sample of 171 GRBs collected from January 2005 until January 2017, namely
159 GRBs. The right panel shows how the prediction works on the test set (GRBs collected
from February 2017 until January 2019, namely 12 GRBs), remaining 10% of the total sample.
We can see that for the training set the results are an excellent reproduction of the observed
redshifts, as also happens with the test set. More specifically, for the training set we obtained
MSE = 2.2 × 10−3, r = 0.96 and the bias= 4.7 × 10−5, for the test set MSE = 3 × 10−3,
r = 0.96 and the bias = 6 × 10−3, respectively. It is clear that we consistently obtain high
values of r and low values of MSE and the bias for both samples indicating that we are not
overfitting.
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Figure 2: Left panel: Predicted vs observed redshifts using SuperLearner on the training set
of long 159 GRBs collected from January 2005 until January 2017. Right panel: Predicted
vs observed redshifts using SuperLearner on the test set data (12 long GRBs collected from
February 2017 until January 2019).
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Figure 3: Left panel: Predicted vs observed redshifts using SuperLearner on the full set of
171 GRBs. Right panel: The relative influence of each variable on the predicted results. As
expected the flux and duration of the plateau of the afterglow and the prompt fluence are the
best predictors.
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However, to generalize the procedure and assess the dependence of the performance on the
particular choice of the training set, we use a nested 10-fold cross validation procedure repeated
100 times, see Sec Methods. As evident there is an excellent agreement between the metrics
(with a high Pearson correlation of 0.92, bias of 2 × 10−4 and MSE of only 5 × 10−3) of the
cross-validation results (left panel of Fig. 3), and the metric obtained from the test set (right
panel of Fig. 2). This shows again that we are not overfitting. Our results show that the accuracy
of the prediction is quite stable for the majority of partitions in the training sets and test sets,
although for a small number of partitions we observe higher MSE. This is indeed natural due to
the large heterogeneity of the data and the relatively small sample size. It should be noted that
we present results in log scale, because of the log scale transformations we applied to majority
of the variables and because the best model is indeed trained in log(1+z). In addition, Z = z+1
is a more natural parametrization of the cosmological variable z.
In the right panel of Fig. 3 we show the relative influence of the variables obtained with
the ensamble of several methods (see Sec. Methods for details). The relative importance of
features is an average of local importance given by a local linear approximation of predictions
(see Sec. Methods for details). As we can see, the variables related to the plateau emission, flux
and duration are the best predictors, thus naturally recovering the Dainotti correlation, namely
the anti-correlation between the luminosity at the end of the plateau emission and the rest end
time of the plateau emission (Dainotti et al. 2008, 2010, 2011a, 2013a, 2013b, 2015a, 2017a).
This is expected, because prolounged emission makes easier for measuring the redshift. The
third best predictor is the prompt Fluence. This implies that also the Xu & Huang (2012)
correlation, an extension of the Dainotti relation, that involves the fluence, naturally arises from
the relative influence of the three most important predictors. We also point out that fluence is
highly correlated with the peak flux (r = 0.65) in the prompt emission, thus, this means that the
fundamental plane relation is also independently recovered by our ML approach. This clearly
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shows that the application of a ML approach is able to reveal features among the variables in
a multidimensional space in a completely independent way from previous approaches. Or in
other words, these results prove that the Dainotti correlation plays an important role in the z
determination. As shown in Stratta et al. (2018), there is a probabilist theoretical model which
can explain the plateau emission and consequently the Dainotti relations: the magnetar model
where an initial accretion phase not only powers the GRB jet, but also spins up a remnant
magnetar, with a subsequent spin down, which gives rise to the afterglow phase. The missing
exploration of the plateau emission parameters explains the much larger uncertainties and the
lack of encouraging results encountered by other studies seeking ML schemes to estimate GRB
redshifts (e.g. Morgan et al. 2002, Ukwatta et al. 2016), all of which have neglected the
inclusion of the afterglow plateau parameters. When comparing our results to those from the
random forest approach of Ukwatta et al. (2016), we note that the predictive power of our
ensamble model shows a significant improvement of 61.4% (r = 0.92 vs r = 0.57) even though
we are actually using a smaller number of predictors (10 vs 11) and a much smaller, but a more
carefully defined GRB set (171 vs 284). We anticipate that with a larger sample we will be able
to use more explanatory variables and in principle obtain more predictive results and a smaller
MSE. In our approach and Ukwatta et al. (2016) we have five common predictors (T90, γ, NH ,
Γ, and the fluence).
Luminosity function and cumulative rate evolution
To check whether the results we obtained can be used for deriving important astrophysical
properties such as the GRB luminosity function and the cumulative rate evolution, we applied
the EPL method to derive these properties from both the observed and predicted redshifts.
The EP method requires a limiting flux, Flim, from which we obtain the minimum observed
luminosity, Llim(z) = 4piD2L(z)FlimK, where DL is the luminosity distance and K is the K-
12
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Figure 4: Left panel: Luminosity of GRBs with known redshift (empty red circles) and GRBs
with inferred z (blue filled circles) with the same limiting luminosity using Flim = 5.5×10−8
erg cm−2. Right panel: τ versus k, where k defines the power of the g(z) function for the
luminosity evolution. Red curve shows results for the GRBs with observed z, while the blue
curves give the corresponding function for the GRBs using inferred redshift.
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correction for cosmic expansion (Bloom 2001). In the left panel of Fig. 4 we show the limiting
luminosity; we useK = 1 to not have fuzzy boundaries, but for an appropriate evaluation of the
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luminosity evolution we assign to each GRB its own K correction. We have investigated several
limiting fluxes to determine a good representative value, while keeping an adequate sample size.
We have finally chosen the limiting flux Flim = 5.5×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1, for both the observed
and predicted redshift, which allows 158 GRBs. This limiting luminosity and luminosity of
GRBs from the observed (empty red circles) and predicted redshifts (filled blue circles) are
shown on left panel of Fig. 4.
To estimate the luminosity function and rate evolution of our samples it is necessary to
first determine whether the variable L and z are correlated or not (i.e. if there is a luminosity
evolution). If L is statistically independent of z, a lack of this correlation implies absence of
such an evolution. The EP method uses the Kendall τ statistic (a rank measure) to test the
independence of variables in truncated data and prescribes how to remove the correlation by
defining new variable, L′ ≡ L/g(z).
We determine g(z), which is the function that describes the evolution, so that L′ is no longer
correlated with z. The evolutionary function is commonly parametrized by a single parameter:
g(z) = (Zk×Zkc )/(Zk+Zkc ) where Z =z+1 and a critical Z is chosen as Zc = 3.5. We use this
function for both the observed and predicted z.
In the right panel of Fig 4 we show the test statistic τ vs k, which have the best value within
1 σ of k = 4.1+0.4−0.6 for the GRBs with observed and 3.46
+0.6
−0.7 for predicted redshift. Thus,
both functions are consistent within a 1 σ level. We determined the cumulative luminosity
function and rate evolution according to the EP method. Fig. 5 shows these distributions for
both observed (purple crosses for corrected and green rings for raw cumulative distribution) and
predicted (red rings for corrected and blue dots for raw cumulative distribution) redshifts.
We see that the resulting cumulative luminosity functions and density rate evolutions are
very similar when derived from either the observed redshifts or the ML predicted redshifs.
Thus, it is clear that the method used here yields reliable redshifts which will be useful towards
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producing complete samples as required for accurate derivations of luminosity functions.
Summary and Conclusion
We have tested several ML algorithms that allowed us to determine the redshift of GRBs based
on the observed characteristics of their prompt, and for the first time, the afterglow plateau
emissions. We show that some of the afterglow characteristics (duration of the plateau emission
and its flux) are the most powerful predictors. A successful application of these methods to the
Swift GRB catalogue can more than double the sample of GRBs with known redshift thus yield-
ing a much larger sample which is complete to a given flux limit. This, in turn will allow us to
determine the luminosity function, the luminosiy evolution and the formation rate evolution of
GRBs with an unprecedented accuracy that is not possible with incomplete subsample of GRBs
with known redshift. Using a sample of 171 GRBs from the Swift satellite with known redshifts
we have shown that adopting ML techniques, in particular the SuperLearner package including
a variety of regression methods, can provide predicted redshifts (based on only observed char-
acteristics) that agree with the observed redshifts to a very high accuracy: a Pearson correlation
coefficient of r = 0.92, and MSE=5 × 10−3. More importantly, the cosmological distributions
(luminosity evolution, luminosity function and rate evolution) obtained from the predicted red-
shifts are in excellent agreement with those obtained from the observed redshifts. This result
makes GRBs powerful distance estimators and is a substantial improvement compared to other
methods in the literature. Indeed, we obtain an increase of 61.4% in the Pearson correlation
of the inferred and observed redshifts in the cross-validated samples, while previous works not
including plateau emission parameters and using only one ML method achieved a correlation of
r = 0.57. Results from the application of this method to a large number of long GRBs will al-
low to solve the crescent controversy on the discrepancy between density rate evolution of long
GRBs and the cosmological SFR. More importantly, application of this method to short GRBs
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will provide a more accurate determination of the rate of expected GWs sources associated with
neutron star mergers.
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Methods
In our analysis we have used predictive data mining, also called supervised learning. It is
based on prior knowledge of a ‘training’ data set on which we can build models that will pre-
dict the relations in a new “test” data set. Examples are classification and regression tools,
such as k-nearest neighbors, decision trees, random forests, and gradient boosting, which allow
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to estimate complicated non-linear relationships between the response and explanatory vari-
ables as well as high-order interactions between predictors. Such non-parametric methods are
very powerful when the data set contains many observations. However, they suffer from the
so-called “curse of dimensionality”, which sets limits on the number of parameters one can ef-
ficiently estimate for a given sample size, which become stricter for the number of predictors
which can be considered by the non-parametric methods. As a result, the fully non-parametric
machine learning methods allow the use of only a limitted number of predictors, e.g. when
estimating redshifts based on small GRB training sets. On the other hand, when important
explanatory variables are identified by other methods, or by expert knowledge, these methods
allow the construction of efficient predictors without assumptions on the underling form of the
relevant connections. In our analysis we have used supervised machine learning tools which
employ regression. Within regression methods, we have used parametric, semi−parametric and
non−parametric approaches. We give a brief description of each model below.
Linear regression for a univariate response variable, Y and a vectorX = (X1, . . . , Xp) of
explanatory variables X , attempts to fit the following relation: f(x1, . . . , xp) = β0 +
∑p
i=1 βixi.
The independent variables, namely the GRB variables of our choice, and the fitting parameters,
βi, are determined from a training set with the Akaike (1974) information criterion (AIC).
In the semi-parametric generalized additive models (GAM), developed by Hastie, T.J.,
& Tibshirani, R.J., 1986, Y is related to the predictors, x1, . . . , xp through the additive model
f(x1, . . . , xp) = β0 +
∑p
i=1 βifi(xi). The functions f may have some specified parametric form
(e.g., a polynomial) or may be estimated non−parametrically, simply as ‘smooth functions’.
In this method, interactions between different predictors can be included. An interaction may
arise when there are two or more explanatory variables and the influence of some of them
on the response variable depends on the other explanatory variables. In practice, interactions
make it more difficult to predict the consequences of changing the value of a variable. If any
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smooth functions were allowed in model fitting, then maximum likelihood estimation of such
models would result in over-fitting. Thus, the models are usually fit by penalized likelihood
maximization, in which the model is modified by the addition of a penalty for each smooth
function, penalizing its irregularities.
Extreme Gradient boosting (Freedman 2001) techniques are non−parametric approaches
based on multiple regression trees to increase their predictive power. The regression tree
constructs the predictor by partitioning the data based on the values of explanatory variables and
‘averaging’ the value of the response variable in each element of this partition. Partitions are
formed recursively, where each of the previously created subsets of data is split into two parts
based on the value of the selected explanatory variable. The challenging task is determining
the optimal depth of such tree (number of partition levels). In gradient boosting with trees,
the final predictor is constructed as a weighted sum of simple tree predictors. Compared to the
random forest methods, regression trees are not generated independently, but built on each other
using residuals from the previous step, until the culmination of trees forms a stronger regression
model.
Models constructed by extreme gradient boosting are not tractable analytically. This is
different for GAM, where, we obtained an analitical model composed of linear parts and two
functions which describe two-way and three-way interactions between some of the predictors.
We have also tested LASSO (least absolute shrinkage and selection operator), developed
by Tibshirani, R. 1996 for linear models with interaction. This method is defined as a shrinkage
selection method for linear models, because it allows selection of a subset of predictors and
discards the rest. Therefore, the model is more easily interpretable with a smaller number of
predictors and generally has a lower prediction error than the full model. Moreover, this model
also performs regularization, namely, introduces penalties to prevent overfitting. Since we have
experienced that each method performs optimally in different regions of the parameter space,
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we decided that instead of choosing a particular model, we fully exploit all methods available
for use in the SuperLearner package.
SuperLearner (Van deer Laan et al. 2007) is an algorithm that uses internal 10-fold cross-
validation to estimate the performance of multiple machine learning models, or the same model
with different settings. To test the performance of our results and to estimate the prediction
error we used an external layer of cross-validation, also called nested cross-validation. Namely,
we performed 10-fold cross validation repeatedly 100 times. This type of cross-validation in-
volves partitioning a sample of data into complementary subsets (in this case 10), performing
the analysis on 9 out of 10 data sets (training sets) of the full data set, and validating the anal-
ysis on the remaining 1 testing set. The procedure is repeated iteratively so that each set of the
10 will be used as test set and the remaining as training sets and the results of the prediction
are averaged over the number of runs (in this case 100). SuperLearner then creates an optimal
weighted average of those models, e.g. an ensemble, using the test data performance. Namely,
the SuperLearner provides coefficients to inform of the weight, Ai or importance of each indi-
vidual learner in the overall ensemble. By default the weights are always greater than or equal
to 0 and sum to 1. This approach has been proven to be asymptotically as accurate as the best
possible prediction algorithm tested.
We use risk as a measure of model accuracy or performance and choose the optimal config-
uration by minimizing the resulting risk, which means the model is making the fewest mistakes
in its prediction, i.e., it minimizes the mean-squared error in a regression model. We used the
functions implemented in the statistical software R, particularly the SuperLearner package. We
restricted the extreme gradient boosting to use at most 4-way interactions to avoid excessively
complex models for the current data set. We set the number of trees to be 400, since we have
tested for the extreme gradient boosting method separately what the optimal number of trees is.
Increasing the number of trees beyond this point results in no further increase in the Pearson
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correlation coefficient which indeed remains constant. To estimate the contribution of each pre-
dictor we use the relative importance of features which is an average of local importance given
by a local linear approximation of prediction. Specifically, for every observation, we create
a corresponding synthetic data by adding Gaussian noise. Next, we construct an approximate
change in prediction through a linear model prediction, P= XB were B are fit coefficients, and
we define the local relative importance of feature i over all sample points by Ri = |Bi|/∑ |Bi|.
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